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The Drosophila larva modulates its pattern of locomotion when
exposed to light. Modulation of locomotion can be measured as
a reduction in the distance traveled and by a sharp change of
direction when the light is turned on. When the light is turned off
this change of direction, albeit significantly smaller than when
the light is turned on, is still significantly larger than in the
absence of light transition. Mutations that disrupt adult photo-
transduction disrupt a subset of these responses. In larvae
carrying these mutations the magnitude of change of direction
when the light is turned on is reduced to levels indistinguishable
from that recorded when the light is turned off, but it is still
significantly higher than in the absence of any light transition.
Similar results were obtained when these responses were mea-

sured in strains where the larval photoreceptor neurons were
ablated by mutations in the glass ( gl) gene or by the targeted
expression of the cell death gene head involution defective
(hid). A mutation in the homeobox gene sine oculis (so) that
ablates the larval visual system, or the targeted expression of
the reaper (rpr) cell death gene, abolishes all responses to light
detected as a change of direction. We propose the existence of
an extraocular light perception that does not use the same
phototransduction cascade as the adult photoreceptors. Our
results indicate that this novel visual function depends on the
blue-absorbing rhodopsin Rh1 and is specified by the so gene.
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The Drosophila melanogaster larva spends most of its life foraging,
burrowed in the food substrate. Consistent with this general
behavior pattern, the D. melanogaster larva is repelled by light
(Lilly and Carlson, 1990; Gordesky-Gold et al., 1995; Sawin-
McCormack et al., 1995). In the middle of the third instar the
larva ceases foraging and leaves the food substrate in search of an
adequate site in which to undergo metamorphosis. This behavior
is referred to as wandering (Sokolowski et al., 1984). Modulation
of larval photobehavior has been reported to occur during this
transition from foraging to wandering (Sawin-McCormack et al.,
1995). Interestingly, it coincides with the contact of the larval
optic nerve by a serotonergic arborization (Mukhopadhyay and
Campos, 1995), suggesting extrinsic modulation of this sensory
pathway by 5-HT as demonstrated in other systems (Katz, 1995).

The larval visual system was first described in the house fly
Musca domestica by Bolwig (1946) and henceforth was named the
Bolwig’s organ. Similarly, in D. melanogaster, the larval visual
system is composed of two bilateral groups of 12 photoreceptor
cells located anteriorly and juxtaposed to the mouth hooks
(Steller et al., 1987). The axons of the photoreceptor cells form
the larval optic nerve that innervates the optic lobe primordium
area of the brain lobes. The early development and the establish-

ment of connectivity in this system has been described previously
(Green et al., 1993; Campos et al., 1995).

We report that in the Drosophila larva a light stimulus modu-
lates the direction of movement as well as quantitative aspects of
locomotion such as path length and frequency of turning. Muta-
tions that disrupt phototransduction in the adult eye disrupt
aspects of the larval response to light measured in our assay.
These results suggest that the larval and adult visual systems are
similar from the functional point of view. These mutations, how-
ever, fail to abolish all perception of light, suggesting the exis-
tence of a light detection mechanism that does not require these
gene products. The analysis of developmental mutants and of
strains where the cell death genes reaper (rpr) and head involution
defective (hid) are ectopically expressed suggests that this novel
light detection mechanism is not located in the Bolwig’s organ.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly stocks
Fly strains were grown at 25°C in 12 hr light /dark cycles on standard
medium containing inactivated yeast, sucrose, and agar supplemented
with fresh active yeast. Tegosept in ethanol and propionic acid were used
to prevent mold growth. Strains used in addition to wild types Canton-S
(CS) and Oregon-R (OR) are listed below:
glass. The glass ( gl ) gene encodes a zinc finger transcription factor
required for the development of photoreceptor cells (Moses et al., 1989):
gl 60j is a severe allele that contains a 30 kb insertion (Moses et al., 1989);
gl 1 is a moderate allele; and gl 1 contains a wild-type gl gene in a gl 60j

background.
glass multimer reporter-head involution defective. This strain contains a

fusion vector in which the cell death gene hid is expressed under the
control of the gl promoter (Grether et al., 1995).

glass multimer reporter-reaper. This strain contains a fusion vector in
which the cell death gene rpr is expressed under the control of the gl
promoter (White et al., 1996).

neither inactivation nor af terpotential C. The neither inactivation nor
af terpotential C (ninaC) gene encodes two isoforms (3.6 and 4.8 kb RNA)
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of adult photoreceptor specific cytoskeleton proteins consisting of a
protein kinase and a myosin head domain (Montell and Rubin, 1988).
ninaC 5 is a null mutant that has reduced levels of both the 3.6 and 4.8 kb
RNA and leads to abnormal ERG, light and age-dependent retina
degeneration (Porter and Montell, 1993; Hofstee et al., 1996) as well as
a defect in response termination (Porter et al., 1992). ninaC 2 is a mutant
that has reduced levels of the 4.8 Kb RNA (Montell and Rubin, 1988).

neither inactivation nor af terpotential E. The neither inactivation nor
af terpotential E (ninaE) gene encodes the opsin moiety of the Rh1
rhodopsin and is expressed in the adult photoreceptors R1–R6 (O’Tousa
et al., 1985) as well as the larval visual system (Zuker et al., 1985; Pollock
and Benzer, 1988). ninaE 17 contains a 1.6 kb deletion. Flies have very low
rhodopsin levels and respond poorly to light stimulus (O’Tousa et al.,
1989). ninaE 8 contains three missense mutations within the sixth trans-
membrane domain, T283 M, W289R, C297S (Washburn and O’Tousa,
1989). Flies have ,1% normal rhodopsin levels (O’Tousa et al., 1989).

no-receptor potential A. The no-receptor potential A (norpA) gene en-
codes a phospholipase C, which in null mutants, leads to a complete block
of the phosphoinositide cascade mediating phototransduction (Hardie
and Minke, 1995). Adult flies lack light elicited receptor potentials in the
compound eyes and ocelli (Pak et al., 1970). norpA P24 contains a 28 base
pair deletion in the norpA gene which produces a premature termination
codon (Pearn et al., 1996). norpA P12 contains a nucleotide substitution in
the norpA gene which produces a premature termination codon (Pearn et
al., 1996).

sine oculis. The sine oculis (so) gene encodes a homeobox containing
protein required for visual system determination (Fischbach and Tech-
nau, 1984). so mda exhibits absence of larval photoreceptors and target
area (Serikaku and O’Tousa, 1994).

Harvest of synchronized larvae
Adult flies aged from 1–7 d were allowed to lay eggs in a fresh food plate
(100 mm 3 15 mm; Fisher Scientific, Houston, TX) supplemented with
vitamin A (Jamisons b carotene, 1.25 gm/l) and coated with yeast paste.
After a minimum of two 2-hr precollections, a 1 hr egg collection was
incubated at 25°C. At 20–22 hr after egg lay (AEL) all newly hatched first
instar larvae were removed under a dissection microscope. After a 1 hr
incubation period, ;70 newly hatched first instar larvae were collected
and transferred to a fresh food plate coated with yeast paste. Third instar
larvae were tested for photobehavior between 84 and 90 hr AEL.

Photobehavior assays
Measurements of larval photobehavior were made in the ON/OFF assay.
This consists of a plastic Petri dish (100 mm 3 15 mm; Fisher Scientific)
containing 15 ml of 1% agarose cooled to room temperature. Drosophila
larvae prefer to remain in crevices. For this reason test plates need to be
free of depressions (agar bubbles), and the test cannot be performed near
the edge of the plate where the agar touches the side of the plate. Thus
a circular 1 cm boundary from the plate edge was established beyond
which the the collected data were discarded.

Manipulation of the larvae before the test was conducted using a
darkroom light (20 W lamp with Kodak GBX-2 filter), and testing was
conducted using a cool white bulb with a spectrum of 400–650 nm with
peaks at 440 and 560 nm (20 W Cool White, Philips) and with a
throughput of ;320 microwatts/cm 2. The darkroom light (20 W lamp
with Kodak GBX-2 filter) used in this assay is the same used to record
circadian-regulated locomotory behavior of Drosophila in free-running
conditions (“constant darkness”) (Sehgal et al., 1992). Larval photobe-
havior assays (Lilly and Carlson, 1990; M. Busto, J. Hassan, B. Iyengar,
and A. R. Campos, unpublished observations) conducted using the
darkroom light as the sole light source yielded response indices close to
zero, confirming previous reports that Drosophila does not respond to
light stimulus above the 650 nm range (Ashburner, 1989).

With use of a moist paintbrush, individual larva were removed from
the culture dish. Each larva was carefully rinsed with distilled water to
remove any excess food particles. They were removed from the distilled
water, using a flathead paintbrush, and placed on a pre-test plate for a
period of 1 min to allow them to acclimatize to the agar surface. Each
larva was then positioned in the center of the test plate and allowed
to move.

Individual plates were placed on a dark background and illuminated
from above [20 W cool white bulb (Phillips) in a Rapid Start mechanism
(Thomas Lighting)] in intermittent 10 sec pulses of light and dark.
Throughout the duration of the assay the darkroom light (20 W lamp
with Kodak GBX-2 filter) was on to allow recording of larval behavior.

To estimate the influence of different light sources, controls using dif-
ferent kinds of light bulbs (incandescent, daylight, and cool white) were
performed. Current oscillation causes the light sources to flicker at 60 Hz
frequency. The amplitude of this oscillation varies according to the light
source (i.e., fluorescent or incandescent). Response indices (RIs)
obtained using various light sources were not significantly different
(F(5,40) 5 1.47, p . 0.05). In addition, RIs derived for wild-type larvae
over the course of the 100 sec did not vary (F(4,87) 5 1.77, p . 0.05).

Temperature
Surface temperature recordings were taken in 25 sec intervals for 200 sec
during the course of the ON/OFF using a 213 Micrologger (Campbell
Scientific). Temperature readings in the ON/OFF assay or under safe-
light conditions were 21.5 6 0.5°C.

Data collection and analysis
Larval movement was visualized through a Fujinon TVzZ zoom lens
(Fuji Optical) attached to a CCD TV camera (Elmo) and recorded on
videotape (Fuji HQ-120, RCA VCR). Larvae were recorded either until
they reached the 1 cm boundary or total test time (100 sec) had elapsed.
Data derived for each of the strains were obtained from two to three sets
of samples in which 10 larvae were tested.

Paths in the ON/OFF assay were first traced from a video monitor (8
inch 3 10 inch Hitachi 1-chrome) onto acetate sheets and digitized using
an Apple One Scanner at 72 dpi. Path length and the angle between path
direction before and after the light switch were analyzed using public
domain NIH Image software (developed at National Institutes of Health
and available at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/) on a Macintosh Per-
forma 5200CD computer. Response indices [(path length in dark-path
length in light)/total path length per cycle] were calculated on a per larva
basis, and a mean average of these individual indices was taken.

The data are depicted as means 6 SEM. Transformation of the data
were not necessary because variances did not differ significantly (Fmax
test). ANOVAs and Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison tests (a 5 0.05)
were performed on the raw data using SAS-Jmp and Minitab software for
MacIntosh (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995).

RESULTS
Light modulates the larval pattern of locomotion
The larval response to light has been measured in assays where
opposing light conditions are presented to the animal at the same
time (Lilly and Carlson, 1990; Gordesky-Gold et al., 1995; Sawin-
McCormack et al., 1995; Busto, Hassan, Iyengar, and Campos,
unpublished observations). In these assays locomotion is appar-
ently a reflection of the larva’s attempt to remain in the dark
environment (i.e., light avoidance when confronted with a dark/
light boundary) combined with a direct effect of light on locomo-
tion. Thus the behavior measured in these assays is in fact the
composite of various responses.

We hypothesized that single gene mutations can be used to
dissect the network of cell types and molecules required for
specific aspects of the Drosophila larva response to light. To test
this hypothesis it was necessary to design a new assay that
measures discrete aspects of the individual larva’s response to
light. To that end an assay was designed (ON/OFF) in which the
larva is subjected to intermittent pulses of light (10 sec each), and
its locomotion is recorded. Visual inspection of the recorded
larval behavior under the conditions of this assay suggest that the
distance traveled in the presence of light is considerably shorter
than in the absence of light. Likewise, head swinging and change
of direction of the larval path are apparently triggered by light
(Fig. 1A,B).

These phenomena were quantified by analyzing the path trac-
ings derived from the recordings using an image analysis software
(NIH image). The effect of light on the distance traveled is
represented by an RI derived from the resulting path length
difference between light and dark (distance traveled in dark-
distance traveled in light/total distance traveled in light and
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dark). An RI of ;0.3 reflects a 50% reduction in path length
when the light is turned on. To quantify head swinging behavior
under the two light conditions, path tracings were drawn follow-
ing the position of the mouth hooks such that head movements as
well as the direction of the path were recorded (Fig. 1B).

The wild-type strains tested reduce their path lengths when
exposed to light as determined by the RI (Fig. 2). This response
was abolished by mutations in genes that disrupt the phototrans-
duction cascade (norpA and ninaC) but not by mutations in the
blue-absorbing rhodopsin gene ninaE (Rh1) (Fig. 2). The two
ninaC mutants tested (ninaC5 and ninaC2) yielded opposite re-
sults. The ninaC5 mutants exhibited a severely reduced RI,
whereas ninaC2 mutants behaved as wild type. Larvae homozy-
gous for two mutant alleles of the ninaE (ninaE17 and ninaE8)
gene displayed RIs in this assay that were indistinguishable from
wild type (Fig. 2).

The ninaC gene encodes two retina-specific chimeric proteins
consisting of a protein kinase and a myosin head domain (Montell
and Rubin, 1988). One of these, a 132 kDa protein (p132), is
expressed primarily in the cytoplasm. The other, a 174 kDa
protein (p174), is localized predominantly in the rhabdomere
(Hicks and Williams, 1992; Porter et al., 1992). Although ninaC 5

has reduced levels of both p132 and p174, ninaC2 has reduced
levels of only p174. Therefore, the wild-type response seen in
ninaC2 mutant larvae but not ninaC5 larvae indicates that p132,
not p174, is required for the larval response to light as measured
by RI.

The norpA gene encodes a phospholipase C, an essential com-
ponent of the phototransduction signaling cascade in the adult

Figure 1. Larval behavior during the ON/OFF assay. A, Videotape of a single CS larva tested in the ON/OFF assay was used to generate frame-by-frame
photographs depicting 16 consecutive seconds. To the right of each panel is a schematic diagram of the larva representing the relative position of the head
(arrowhead) and body (line). The first three frames (seconds 00.08–00.10) show a larva immediately before a lights OFF to ON transition. Lights are turned
ON in the eleventh second, and head swinging is observed (00.12–00.14 ) followed by a change in direction (00.15–00.18). The final three frames show
a larva during lights OFF immediately after the lights ON to OFF transition (00.20–00.21). B, Line drawing of larval path shown in A. The solid lines
represent the larval path during a portion of the dark pulse (00.08–00.10 and 00.21–00.23). The broken line represents larval path during the light pulse
(00.11–00.20). The larval outline depicts the larval head swinging that occurs soon after the lights are turned on. During this time (00.12–00.15) the larva
is stationary. This behavior is followed by a sharp change in the direction of the larval path.

Figure 2. Response in the ON/OFF assay of wild type and larvae with
mutations in genes involved in phototransduction. A response index (R.I.)
was derived per larva, and a genotype average was calculated. The RIs for
the strains are significantly different (ANOVA F(1,181) 5 16.90, p , 0.001).
Post hoc analysis of paired mean comparisons reveals no differences
between the wild-type strains (OR, n 5 30; CS, n 5 30) and ninaE
[ninaE 17 (n 5 20); ninaE 8 (n 5 20)], but a significant reduction in the
larval response to light of the norpA [norpA P24 (n 5 30); norpA P12 (n 5
20)] and ninaC [ninaC 5 (n 5 20); ninaC 2 (n 5 19)] mutants.
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eye (Bloomquist et al., 1988; Ranganathan et al., 1995). The
norpA gene is expressed as two developmentally regulated tran-
scripts (subtypes I and II) generated by alternative splicing (Kim
et al., 1995). Subtype I is specific to the adult eye, whereas
subtype II is found in the CNS of adults and larvae (Kim et al.,
1995). Therefore, disruption in the response to light in larvae
carrying a null allele of the norpA gene may be caused by lack of
this gene’s function in the CNS and/or larval visual system.

In addition to reduction in path length during the light pulse
measured as an RI, wild-type larvae also exhibited a significant
increase in head swinging when the light was turned on (Fig. 3).
This response was also abolished in the norpAP24, norpAP12, and
ninaC5 mutants but not in the ninaC2 mutants (Fig. 3). These
results suggest that p132 is required for this behavior also. Wild-
type responses were also seen in larvae with severely reduced
levels of Rh1 (ninaE17 and ninaE8 mutants) (Fig. 3).

Taken together these results suggest that reduction in path
length is attributable, at least in part, to immobilization of the
larva while it swings its head in an apparent search for a dark
environment. These responses are performed by a similar photo-
transduction cascade described for the adult visual system. Addi-
tionally, these results demonstrate that light-induced path length
reduction and head swinging can be mediated by photoreceptors
expressing rhodopsins other than Rh1.

Change of direction in larval path in different light
conditions reveals a genetically distinct visual
system function
Change of direction in the larval path was quantified by measur-
ing the angle formed by the path tracing at the dark-to-light and
light-to-dark boundaries. The magnitude of the angle formed by
the two paths reflects the magnitude of the change in the direc-
tion of the larval path at the time of transition. Controls are
represented by similar calculations performed at 10 sec intervals
in path tracings derived from recordings performed in the ab-
sence of a light stimulus (Figs. 1B, 4).

In wild-type strains (CS and OR), direction changes signifi-
cantly more when the light is turned on [dark to light (D to L)]
than when it is turned off (Fig. 4). Furthermore, comparison of
paired means within genotypes demonstrates that in OR, change
of direction when the lights are turned off [light to dark (L to D)]
is significantly above that recorded in the absence of light transi-
tion (D to D). That is, D to L . L to D . D to D. In the wild-type
strain CS, the change of direction when the lights are turned off (L
to D) is considerably higher than that recorded in control condi-
tions (absence of light transitions). Statistical analysis (compari-
son of paired means) indicates that this difference is not
significant.

Similar to what is found for the other larval responses to light,
two mutations in the norpA gene (norpAP24 and norpAP12) and
the ninaC5 mutation abolish the light-induced difference in the
amplitude of change of direction at the transitions D to L and L
to D. Interestingly, these norpA and ninaC mutations did not
affect the difference between the change of direction found at L
to D and that recorded during the absence of light pulses (D to D)
(Fig. 5). In contrast to the previous measured responses (RI and
head swings), the ninaC2 mutants did not respond like wild type
(Fig. 5). Although light had a significant effect on direction
change, the correlation seen in wild type was not exhibited by

Figure 3. Head swinging behavior of wild-type strains and larvae with
mutations in genes involved in phototransduction during the ON/OFF
assay. Head swings, defined as an abrupt movement of the anterior
portion of the larva away from original path choice, were counted in light
(stippled bar) and dark ( gray bar) pulses on a per larva basis, and an
average for each genotype was derived. There is a significant increase in
head swinging by wild-type larvae (CS, n 5 30; OR, n 5 30) during light
pulses, relative to that during dark (ANOVA: CS, F(1,58) 5 15.69, p ,
0.001; OR, F(1,58) 5 20.51, p , 0.001). This difference is abolished in
the phototransduction mutants norpA P24 (n 5 30), norpA P12 (n 5 20),
and ninaC 5 (n 5 20) but not in the ninaC 2 (n 5 18), ninaE 17 (n 5 20),
and ninaE 8 (n 5 20) mutants (ANOVA: norpA P24, F(1,58) 5 0.09, NS;
norpA P12, F(1,38) 5 2.58, NS; ninaC 5, F(1,38) 5 0.05, NS; ninaC 2, F(1,34) 5
11.53, p , 0.001; ninaE 17, F(1,38) 5 30.82, p , 0.001; ninaE 8, F(1,38) 5
29.81, p , 0.001).

Figure 4. Change of direction in wild-type strains during the ON/OFF
assay. Change of direction (in degrees) was measured at the dark to light
(stippled bar), light to dark ( gray bar), and in the absence of light
transitions (solid bar). OR larvae display a significant difference between
each of the light conditions (n 5 30, F(1,87) 5 33.89, p , 0.001). CS larvae
display a significant difference between the dark to light and light to dark
transitions only (n 5 30, F(1,87) 5 42.49, p , 0.001).
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these larvae. Instead, the only statistically significant difference
was that the change of direction at D to L was greater than that
at the L to D transition.

In contrast, the ninaE17 mutation reduces the change of direc-
tion at the L to D transition to levels indistinguishable from that
recorded in the absence of light transition (D to D). These mutant
larvae do exhibit a D to L change of direction that is greater than
both the L to D change of direction and direction change in the
absence of light transition. Although the ninaE8 homozygous
larvae behave as wild type at all transitions, in the heterozygous
flies (ninaE8⁄ninaE17) the difference in change of direction at L to
D and D to D transitions is abolished. Our interpretation of these
results is that Rh1 expression in the ninaE8 strain is lower than
wild type but still above the threshold for the performance of this
particular behavior. This level of Rh1 expression, however, is not
sufficient to overcome the deficit caused by the ninaE17 mutation.

These results suggest the existence of a visual system func-
tion(s) that distinguishes between lights being turned on (D to L),
lights being turned off (L to D), and no light transition (D to D).
The distinction between lights being turned on and off requires
the same phototransduction cascade as that described for RI and
head swings; that is, it is abolished by mutations in the norpA and

ninaC genes. The results described above indicate that this light
perception is not mediated by Rh1. However, Rh1-mediated
phototransduction is required to distinguish presence from ab-
sence of light transitions.

Ablation of the Bolwig’s organ disrupts only a subset
of the larval responses to light
In D. melanogaster, the larval visual system (Bolwig’s organ) is
composed of two bilateral groups of 12 photoreceptor cells lo-
cated anteriorly and juxtaposed to the mouth hooks, similar to
what is found in larger flies (Steller et al., 1987). These photore-
ceptors project posteriorly and ventrally around the brain hemi-
spheres and terminate in the optic lobe primordium (Schmucker
et al., 1992, 1997; Green et al., 1993; Campos et al., 1995). To
further dissect larval visual system requirements, so and gl, two
genes directly involved in visual system specification and devel-
opment, were studied.

The so gene encodes a homeodomain protein expressed in a
number of places during embryogenesis (Cheyette et al., 1994;
Serikaku and O’Tousa, 1994). In the visual system, so functions
during embryogenesis in the regulation of genes necessary for
proper optic lobe invagination and Bolwig’s organ formation
(Serikaku and O’Tousa, 1994). Here, we used the somda allele, the
only allele that specifically disrupts the development of the larval
visual system.

The gl gene, which encodes a transcription factor essential for
photoreceptor development, is expressed in a more spatially
restricted manner and acts downstream of so (Moses et al., 1989;
Serikaku and O’Tousa, 1994). gl is expressed in the larval and
adult photoreceptor neurons as well as in two groups of ;21
neurons in each brain hemisphere (Moses et al., 1989). The effect
of gl mutations in the development of the gl-expressing central
neurons is not known. This is attributable to the absence of
markers, besides gl gene expression itself, that allow the visual-
ization of these neurons.

To determine whether the photoreceptors in Bolwig’s organ
mediate the various responses to light measured in the ON/OFF
assay, larvae carrying mutations in the so and gl gene were
assayed. In addition, a gl mutant strain displaying wild-type adult
phenotype, attributable to the expression of a wild-type gl gene
present in a P element transposon, was tested (Moses et al., 1989).
Two strains in which a cell death gene (hid or rpr) is under the
control of the gl promoter were similarly analyzed (Grether et al.,
1995; White et al., 1996).

No significant difference between the RIs obtained for the
wild-type strains and gl1 or glass multimer reporter-reaper
(pGMR-rpr) was detected (Fig. 6). A significant reduction in the
RI was observed in the so mda, gl 60j, gl 1, and glass multimer
reporter-head involution defective-hid (pGMR-hid) mutant strains.
Similar results were found when the frequency of head swinging
was calculated during light and dark pulses (Fig. 7). The signifi-
cant increase in head swinging frequency during the light pulse
displayed by wild-type larvae is abolished by mutations in both
the so and gl genes. This differential head swinging was restored
by the gl1-containing transposon. Again, although the increase in
head swinging during the light pulse was abolished in larvae
carrying the pGMR-hid fusion, larvae containing the pGMR-rpr
fusion were not affected in this manner.

Disruption in the development of the larval visual system,
caused by gl mutations or expression of the hid gene, abolished
the difference in the magnitude in the change of direction at the
D to L and L to D transitions (Fig. 8). However, change of

Figure 5. Change of direction in strains with mutations in genes involved
in adult phototransduction during the ON/OFF assay. Change of direc-
tion (in degrees) was measured at the dark to light (stippled bar), light to
dark ( gray bar), and in the absence of light transitions (solid bar).
norpA P24 (n 5 30, F(2,87) 5 10.12, p , 0.001), norpA P12 (n 5 20, F(2,57) 5
6.21, p , 0.005), and ninaC 5 (n 5 20, F(2,57) 5 5.17, p , 0.006) mutant
larvae exhibit changes of direction at the dark to light and light to dark
transitions that are not different from each other but are different from
change of direction in the absence of light. ninaC 2 mutant larvae (n 5 20,
F(2,57) 5 5.64, p , 0.008) exhibit a significant difference at the dark to light
and light to dark transition changes that in turn is not significantly
different from that measured in the absence of light transition. ninaE 17

mutant larvae also exhibit a significant difference between dark to light
and light to dark, but the difference between the light to dark and absence
of light transitions has been abolished (n 5 20, F(2,57) 5 8.93, p , 0.001).
The same is true of larvae that are heterozygous [ninaE 17/ninaE 8 (n 5 20,
F(2,57) 5 12.2, p , 0.001)]. ninaE 8 (n 5 20, F(2,57) 5 12.21, p , 0.001)
larvae display a significant difference between each of the transitions.
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direction in the absence of a light transition is still significantly
lower than either of the test conditions (Fig. 8). In contrast, the
somda mutation or the expression of the cell death gene rpr under
the gl promoter (pGMR-rpr) abolished the difference in the
magnitude of change of direction at all transitions (Fig. 8).

The apparent contradiction in the results obtained with
pGMR-hid and pGMR-rpr strains can be attributed to different
sensitivity of diverse cell types to the ectopic expression of these
cell death genes. In fact, developing adult photoreceptors are
more sensitive to the ectopic expression of hid than rpr (H.
Steller, personal communication). These observations lend fur-
ther support to the proposal that these various responses to light
are mediated by genetically distinct cell types.

These results demonstrate that the larval visual function, which
is dependent on a phototransduction cascade similar to that
described for the adult stage, requires at least the proper devel-
opment of the larval photoreceptors. Although a mutation in the
so gene abolishes all responses to light, as measured in this assay,
mutations in the gl gene appear to disrupt only a subset of these
responses. These larvae, at the L to D transition, exhibit changes
of direction greater than at the D to D transition. Thus, these
results demonstrate that a larval visual function exists that is not
dependent on an adult-like phototransduction cascade. The cells
that mediate this proposed visual function are not housed in
gl-dependent neurons but in neurons dependent on the function
of the homeobox-containing transcription factor so. Our results
indicate that these neurons, although not dependent on gl gene
function, do express this transcription factor.

DISCUSSION
The Drosophila larval response to light represents a quantifiable
behavior likely to include components of more complex behaviors
executed by higher organisms. As a model system, Drosophila

provides high-resolution genetic and molecular biology tools to
dissect the components, molecular and cellular, required for the
larval response to light (Miklos and Rubin, 1996).

The Drosophila larva response to light can be defined
as klinokinesis and orthokinesis
The locomotory reaction of organisms to biotic or abiotic factors
has been traditionally defined relative to the source of stimulus
(Fraenkel and Gunn, 1961). In a directed reaction (taxis), the
movement is modulated to position the long axis of the organism
toward or away from the source of stimulation. In undirected
locomotory reactions (kinesis), quantitative aspects of locomo-
tion such as speed and frequency of turning are modulated by the
stimulus. These definitions can be further refined when the stim-
ulus is varied temporally and quantitatively. In klinotaxis, orien-
tation is achieved by comparison of the stimulus intensity over
time, whereas in tropotaxis the differential stimulation of paired
receptors in space orients the animal relative to the stimulus
source.

Kineses are similarly distinguished as klinokinesis, where the
path shape (frequency of turning) is modulated by the differential
intensity of stimulation over time, or orthokinesis, where quanti-
tative aspects of locomotion (speed or frequency of locomotion)
are affected by the intensity of the stimulation (Fraenkel and
Gunn, 1961). Our results demonstrate that the Drosophila larva
displays kinesis. In our assay, frequency of turning (change of
direction) and frequency of locomotion (path length) are affected
by alternating pulses of light and dark over time, suggesting that
the Drosophila larva is able to compare light intensity over time.
These observations suggest that the ON/OFF assay is assessing

Figure 6. RI in the ON/OFF assay of larvae with mutations in the so and
gl genes. The RIs for the strains are significantly different (F(7,178) 5 15.55,
p , 0.001). Post hoc analysis of paired means reveals no difference
between the wild-type strains (OR, n 5 30; CS, n 5 30) and the pGMR-rpr
(n 5 20) and gl 1 (n 5 16). A significant reduction is observed in the larval
response to light of the so mda (n 5 20), gl 60j (n 5 20), gl 1 (n 5 20), and
pGMR-hid (n 5 30) mutants.

Figure 7. Head swinging behavior in the ON/OFF assay of larvae with
mutations in the so and gl genes. The increase in head swinging behavior
seen during the light pulses (stippled bar) over that seen during the dark
pulses ( gray bar) is abolished in the so mda mutant (n 5 20, F(1,38) 5 0.76,
p . 0.05) as well as in the gl mutants gl 60j (n 5 20, F(1,38) 5 0.03, p . 0.05)
and gl 1 (n 5 20, F(1,38) 5 0.03, p . 0.05) and in the pGMR-hid strain (n 5
30, F(1,58) 5 0.03, p . 0.05), which lacks larval photoreceptor cells. A light
pulse elicits differential head swinging behavior in pGMR-rpr (n 5 20,
F(1,38) 5 15.33, p , 0.001), which exhibits a less severe adult phenotype
than pGMR-hid, and in gl 1 (n 5 16, F(1,30) 5 9.44, p , 0.005), which is the
gl rescue line.
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behaviors previously described as klinokinesis and orthokinesis
(Fraenkel and Gunn, 1961).

The reduction in path length seen when the light turns on can
be caused by different factors. The larva may stop more often as
it searches for a preferred dark environment (head swinging).
Alternatively, or additionally, the presence of light may change
fundamental aspects of locomotion such as frequency of the
peristaltic contractions that constitutes the larval stride or the
amplitude of these contractions. The current assay does not have
the level of resolution that distinguishes between these two
alternatives.

Klinokinesis and orthokinesis in the ON/OFF assay
are dependent on an adult-like
phototransductions cascade
We demonstrate that in the wild-type strains tested, the change of
direction of the larval path is significantly greater when the light
is turned on than when it is turned off. This directionality in the
temporal perception of the light stimulus is abolished by null
mutations in the norpA and ninaC genes but not by mutations in
the ninaE gene, suggesting that this light perception is performed
by a phototransduction cascade similar to that described for the
adult visual system but is not mediated by the blue-absorbing
rhodopsin Rh1. Moreover, the absence of this response in strains
that lack the Bolwig’s organ ( gl and somda mutants) further
confirms this structure as the Drosophila larva’s main photosen-
sory organ. Locomotion in the absence of a light stimulus was not

significantly affected by these mutations (data not shown), dem-
onstrating that intact phototransduction is not required for basic
aspects of larval locomotion. These observations also demon-
strate that these mutations do not have a pleiotropic effect on
larval behavior.

The ON/OFF assay defines a novel extraocular light
perception function
In the wild-type strains tested, change of direction when the light
is turned off is greater than in the absence of light transitions,
suggesting that turning off the light is a transition perceived by the
animal. This observation supports the notion that a simple mech-
anism for the perception of light exists in the D. melanogaster
larva that distinguishes changes in light conditions from absence
of light transitions but is unable to distinguish whether the light is
being turned on or off. This light response is mediated by the
blue-absorbing rhodopsin (Rh1) because it is abolished in part by
mutations in the ninaE gene. Interestingly, it does not rely on the
same phototransduction pathway as that of the adult visual system
as seen by the wild-type response of norpA and ninaC mutant
larvae.

Our results indicate that these hypothetical photoreceptors are
not housed within the Bolwig’s organ, defined as the larval pho-
toreceptors that depend on the gl gene function for differentia-
tion. However, the observation that the function of this visual
system is impaired in larvae where the cell death gene rpr is
expressed under the control of the gl promoter demonstrates that
these are cells in which the gl transcription factor is functional.
Thus it is possible that this novel function is performed by a small
number of cells that express Rh1 and the gl gene product but
whose differentiation and Rh1 expression are not under the
control of the gl gene.

Two different groups of cells are likely to be involved in this
novel light perception. The observation that it is dependent on
the so gene function but not gl suggests that these cells are
included in the optic lobe primordium. The ablation of this
proposed function by expression of the cell death gene rpr under
the gl promoter suggests that the central brain neurons that
express the gl gene are also involved in this behavior.

A precedent for a light detector that does not rely on known
elements of the phototransduction machinery in adults is the
photic input pathway required for the entrainment of the circa-
dian rhythm (Wheeler et al., 1993). The novel visual system
function proposed in this paper presents other parallels with cells
involved in the control and generation of circadian rhythms.
Mutations in the gl gene do not abolish circadian rhythms. How-
ever, the expression of the period ( per) gene under the control of
the gl promoter is sufficient to restore circadian rhythmicity in per
mutant flies (Vosshall and Young, 1995). These results strongly
suggest that the gl-expressing cells that are not the photoreceptors
house the circadian pacemaker. It is possible that this novel visual
function that distinguishes changes in light condition from ab-
sence of light transitions but is unable to distinguish whether light
is being turned on or off is also involved in the control of
pacemaker oscillation.
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